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The Mayor’s Transport Strategy and TFL’s Strategic Cycling Analysis

Cycling news – Neil Guthrie



Cycling news (non-London)

 Scottish government to double annual funding for ‘active travel’ to £80m (£13.50/head – no 
breakdown)

 Labour conference – pledge to spend £10/head on C&W. Echoes amount recommended in 
Get Britain Cycling report (not just cycling?). Manifesto commitment was to continue existing 
Government policy.

 West Midlands Mayor (Andy Street) seeking cycling funding for £10/head (current spend 20p 
per head)

 ‘Operation Close Pass’ initiative reaches Exeter – drivers overtaking a plain clothes police 
officer on a bike. 5 pulled over, 3 given penalties for handheld mobile. Mats supplied by 
Cycling UK. Exeter former CDT. 

 Big Birmingham Bikes – another 2,000 bikes now available (3,500 already handed out). 
Priority to residents in deprived communities, must use weekly, have basic bike maintenance 
knowledge, Level 2 Bikeability. Children’s Bike Bank to follow.

 Netherlands’ biggest bike park opened in August – Utrecht station, 6,000 bikes will grow to 
12,000 in 2018 overtaking world’s biggest (Tokyo underground station – 9,400) ~~



Lessons from a Greek Island

 Kos Town (pop 25,000)

 A busy tourist town

 Narrow streets

 High quality cycling infrastructure – how? ~~



Kos Town cycling facilities

 Two-way cycle tracks (footway height)

 Dutch type cycle tracks (carriageway height)

 Some innovative signs, and basic signal alterations (or ped aspects used) ~~



Dimensions and cycle flows

 Two-way cycle tracks typically just 1.5m wide

 Carrying 210 cycles per hour at 1pm

 Footway 1.5m wide – similar size flows~~



Cycling infrastructure made possible through:

 Minimising dimensions

 Footway on just one side 

 Peds spill onto cycle track at pinch-points ~~



Kos Town cycling demographics (even gender split, wide age-range, tourists and 

locals) ~~



Kos Town – lessons to learn? 

 Small towns with narrow streets can be made cycle friendly

 Are we over-cautious with our minimum dimensions?

 Better, perhaps, to have high quality but narrow facilities than the standard UK shared 

footway

 Do we always need footways on both sides of the road? (Kingston MH)

 If it looks like a cycle track, peds expect to see people cycling (unlike shared footway) 

and conflict is minimal

 High quality facilities attract broad demographic of cycle users. No anti-social 

cycling.~~



‘Cyclists’ in the news – summer 2017

 ‘Cyclists’ in the media – usually either for British sporting success or anti-social cycling 

 Tony Blackburn tweet; ‘At last the problem of cyclists are in the headlines. All cyclists should have to have 
insurance, take a test and have a licence plate.’

 John Dales described TB tweet; ‘A respected commentator and noted sage speaks out on the big issues facing 
our time.’ 

 Arguably, best to minimise use of term ‘cyclist’ when promoting/consulting on urban cycling 
schemes. Include other phrases (cycle users, cycle traffic, people on bikes, cycling).

 In consultation etc. it may help people see relevance of schemes to themselves or friends/colleagues 
etc. who would never identify as ‘cyclists’ 

 Excellent example Highways England IAN



Cycling@teatime – future sessions

 Email us:

 neil.guthrie@jacobs.com

 philip.loy@wspgroup.com

 tom.cohen@ucl.ac.uk
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Empirical research – single vehicle cycling collisions, August 2017

• Some road bikers using new provision due to harassment?

• MAMINCOADTB

• Forced to walk and use buses for two weeks

• Shared footways – alarming for pedestrians (not knowing when and where someone 

might whizz past on a bike)

• Buses – a universal means of transport accessible to all? If you have an injury, buses feel 

risky and uncomfortable (finding a seat, sharp braking, getting off etc.). 

• Is cycling better than bus travel for those with mobility impairments?

• Cycling with injuries – avoid hazardous road layouts. Gyratories happily cycled on before 

crash, didn’t risk when cycling cautiously.

• Walking instead of cycling – more exposed to personal safety problems?



Sign in Snowdonia, North Wales



New cycle track in Kingston – attracting wide range of cycle users 



Inner London - Emerging network of continental-standard cycle routes, 

CS2-6km, E/W-4.5km, N/S-2.8km, CS5-1.5km = approx. 15km



Cover the following

 Destravafy - cycling

 C@T next

 · Walkists on the superwalkway – easy as riding

 · Kos town – small town narrow roads, two way infra

 o And British hire bikes helmets, MTBs

 · Snowdonia – merging pic

 · Fall off bike

 o Primary research into single vehicle cycling collisions

 o A&E doctors, Kingston scheme and mammal

 o Tumbling crossbar

 o Empirical research into cycle theft

 · News from elsewhere £10 per head

 · Cycs – stop using the term



TfL Strategic Cycling Analysis (SCA) published

 Map of 25 corridors across London produced, along which the greatest number of 

cycling trips could be generated

 LCC enthusiastic: Simon Munk calls the work “really important. It demonstrates if you 

spend money, people will cycle. That changes the tone and the tenor of the conversation 

quite dramatically”.

 Former cycling commissioner A Gilligan dismissed it as ‘displacement activity’

 “They’ve come up with reasonably obvious answers that there is high demand on these 

corridors, instead of building them,” Gilligan says. “That’s my concern: there’s no 

commitment of any kind.

 “The bureaucrats tried to make me do this.They said, ‘Let’s try to have analysis before we 

build these routes’, and I said, ‘No, we know where the routes are needed, go outside the 

building and have a look.’

 “There’s high demand for cycling on most roads in central London. It depends where you 

can get routes built, which are on TfL-roads. That’s all the analysis you need. I think this 

was a way to waste 6 months.”~~~




